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Humans are terrible at gauging speed. Jets never seem to be going 550 mph in the sky and 20 miles per hour in a school zone 
can sometimes seem like it’s slower than walking. But, the speed of business in definitely accelerating and the implication of this on 
manufacturers is telling.

We believe that several manufacturer profiles have emerged in recent years. Some still yearn to run their firms in nostalgic, time-tested 
ways. Some have never snapped back from the 2008 recession and restricted credit days. Some, though, are possessing new forward 
looking views, processes and technologies that will enable them to match the speed of change in business and eclipse competitors. 

This document looks at the rather significant changes that have impacted manufacturers in recent years as well as the different profiles 
of manufacturers in operation today. It examines the consequences of not changing and provides specific guidance to those firms 
desiring a place in the modern, information-enabled and information-rich manufacturing space. 
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Background

It is human nature to view change in a linear fashion. Ray Kurzweil has even published books describing just how wrong that view is. 
He argues that change is often occurring in curvilinear rates. Yes, many changes start off initially slow and predictable, but, large 
transformational changes often develop an internal acceleration rate that is anything but linear. 

Look how quickly certain products have been embraced in the consumer world. The Apple iPod went from a simple product 
announcement to a runaway success in a matter of months. And, just as quickly, some products, like the Sony Walkman, can disappear 
almost overnight. Change, therefore is not linear and we do our businesses and employers no favors by pretending that it is. 

For many manufacturers, especially long-lived manufacturers, change has been something that companies have been able to assimilate 
on their own schedule for decades. 

If typical, your firm possessed a straight line ability to change and adapt that was far in excess of the changes occurring within your 
business and competitive environment. Your firm probably maintained this ability for decades and it represented a great opportunity 
for your company. Recently, you may have begun to notice that the industry, your competitors, customers and/or suppliers are 
changing and demanding changes that are faster than your firm has an ability to manage. This is becoming a growing problem for your 
organization. And it won’t get any easier.
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For example, look at the growth in patent issuances over the last few decades. We believe that patent grants act as a good proxy for 
understanding the overall growth and innovation within an economy. In the United States, annual patent grants have grown from over 
45,000 patents per year in 1963 to over 167,000 in 2009  (source: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office). What’s even more important is 
to understand what is facilitating the growth in patents and innovation. It is precisely the same kinds of new tools and capabilities found 
in more modern manufacturers and suppliers. Your firm and its peers can now take advantage of low-cost CAD/CAM, 3-D printing and 
other technologies which dramatically reduce time to design and time-to-market.

From our vantage point, we know something has changed in the past few years. We know that technology has made collaboration, 
telecommunications, shipping and other things faster, more efficient and more cost-effective. The barriers to competition have fallen 
and competition has grown keener. We are concerned that some manufacturers may lack of awareness of the changes going on in the 
environment or lack the ability to make the requisite changes in speed and flexibility within their companies to remain relevant. 
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Think your firm doesn’t change a lot? Take this quick quiz to see how much change your firm has undergone in the last 18 months. How 
many of these events can you respond “Yes” to? 

YES NO

Human Resources:  > Any C-level executive changes your firm?

 > Any change in your Board of Directors?

 > Loss of a key operations leader?

 > An inability to hire personnel for a position?

 > Key personnel have been poached by competitors?

 > Material layoffs/material new expansion hiring

Operations:  > An unplanned customer or supplier audit?

 > A major new fixed asset purchase?

 > A workplace injury downtime event?

 > Lack of performance on a pivotal industry KPI?

 > Customer return of sizeable quantity due to quality or other?

Supply Chain:  > A major supplier go out of business?

 > A major customer go out of business?

 > A major disturbance in your Value Chain due to weather/natural disaster?

 > Material change in sales channels?

 > Material and abrupt change in order volume

 > Commodity price variability adversely impacting bottom line

Macro:  > Your available credit constrained/recently expanded?

 > Changing/Costly government regulations?

 > New plant added – sold or divested old plant

 > New product or product line/sold or divested product line

Technology:  > A new ERP/CRM/BI/other implementation

 > A new customer/supplier data requirement (e.g. RFID, PPAP)

 > A datacenter breach/failure/unplanned system downtime

 > A new policy change regarding mobile devices

 
The best manufacturers today are finding ways to change at the speed of business. But what are those requirements?
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In today’s market, we see five general kinds of manufacturers. 
 

The Nostalgic manufacturer is dated. The plant, equipment, IT, business practices and possibly their management are stuck in some 
sort of time warp. We frequently hear comments like “But that is the way we’ve always done things here at Company ABC” or “But 
this is the formula that our founder, Grandpa Joe, used when he created the company in 1939”.  Change is an unnatural act for this 
organization. Its unwillingness and inability to change may be its ruination.

The Functional manufacturer has made some adaptations over time. Rarely is this company the first to adopt a new technique, tooling 
or technology. Rather, this company possesses many of the very same commodity capabilities of its competitors. Its survival is often 
due to good luck and a handful of just-in-time life-saving changes.

The manufacturer of the Last Decade was materially relevant a few years ago. Their technology, manufacturing practices, etc. served 
them well for several years but they have fallen behind their peers in adapting to change. 

The Hunker Down manufacturer has been beaten down by the economic recession that began in 2008. Their credit lines have been 
constrained and their investments have been almost nonexistent. Cost-cutting has driven every decision within the company. Tensions 
between owners, management and workers are strained. Going forward doesn’t happen in this company as the “hunker down” mentality 
has created a no growth culture of stifling dimensions.

Analysis
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The Forward Focused manufacturer does not live exclusively in the here and now. They are focusing their plans, market strategies 
and more on events they believe will transpire within the next one to five years. They are big consumers of information and use it in 
ways competitors have yet to understand. These are cosmopolitan firms that are very aware of macro economic, political, commodity, 
consumer, and other factors that will influence markets and drive growth for their firm.

Which kind of manufacturer is your firm?  We believe that the long-term market potential for manufacturers can be positive and vibrant 
but only for those who adopt a forward focus in their business practices, technology deployments and management approaches.

The World of Manufacturing is Evolving at an Accelerating Rate 

Fifteen to twenty years ago, most manufacturers had disparate, often divisional business systems. Multiple MRP software packages 
were connected to different accounting solutions while significant amounts of work were performed on PCs or paper-based systems. 
The most sophisticated business-to-business systems involved EDI (electronic data interchange). Collaboration from a business-to-
business perspective was expensive and slow given the state of the telecommunications industry at that time. Simply put, operations 
had to be efficient and effective at the local level and anything beyond that was often cost prohibitive to coordinate.

Improvements in logistics, cargo container technology, lower-cost telecommunications and more ubiquitous communications globally 
started to lay the groundwork for a more interconnected business world. Simultaneous with these changes, the economies of the BRIC 
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) nations began to soar as did the economies in many Eastern European, African and other nations. This 
combination of factors created both more markets for manufactured goods, but also made numerous new suppliers available to serve a 
greater global customer base. This new generation of manufacturing was further fueled by more open trade agreements (e.g., NAFTA), 
cross-border manufacturing opportunities (e.g., maquiladoras) and other opportunities frequently begun as a result of one simple 
question “What’s your China price?”

Another round of changes are beginning to impact the manufacturing world. Technologies such as CAD/CAM are now cost-effective for 
even the smallest companies. Three-dimensional printers and prototyping devices continue to increase in availability and decrease in 
cost. Manufacturers are learning to deal with new kinds of problems related to the ownership and/or theft of intellectual property. New 
kinds of super tier suppliers are emerging (e.g., Foxconn and Flextronics) that provide incredible global supply chain and manufacturing 
capabilities. Even basic ERP software has begun to change and can now be found in a variety of different on premise and cloud options.

Not all change has been positive though. The global recession of 2008 and continued budgetary and capital issues confronting a 
number of Western nations may still create a significant downstream impact on business demand and manufacturing. Compliance costs 
as a result of Sarbanes-Oxley and other regulations continue to add costs and affect competitiveness. And, supply chain uncertainties 
driven by natural disasters (e.g., volcanos, earthquakes, pandemics and fires), rail and ship delays, etc. are pointing out painfully weak 
areas in too many organizations and their over-extended supply chains.

Symptomatic of the organizations stricken by 2008 recession and other problems is their unwillingness to look at ERP and other 
technologies from a new perspective. Cloud solutions, whether they be for office automation, sales automation, back office, HR, ERP or 
other functions can free manufacturers from expensive IT capital refresh costs, reduce IT maintenance activities (and costs) and free up 
IT resources to work on more strategic IT initiatives. 

Bottom line: we believe a different kind of manufacturer is needed that looks towards the future and positions their organization in the 
manufacturing world to come (and not the one that’s past).  
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The typical manufacturing plant can be depreciated over 25-30 years. Accounting rules that were devised many, many decades ago 
during the Industrial Age assumed that a large physical asset like a manufacturing plant would operate continuously for that time. 
Nowadays, it is hard to imagine any product or product line lasting even a fraction of this time. In essence, the speed with which 
manufacturing organizations must launch, make products, and retool themselves once again has shrunken dramatically.

The processes, strategies, technologies and more that manufacturers use to run their businesses must also change at this newer, 
more dynamic speed of business. Continuous change and adaptation must become a core business capability for any manufacturer to 
survive.

We believe the gap between successful and unsuccessful manufacturers will only continue to widen. Businesses that have prided 
themselves in maintaining constant from decade to decade will come to realize that this previous “strength” is becoming a critical 
weakness of the organization. We believe that the best manufacturers will possess exceptional competencies in reinvention, retraining, 
global awareness and market savvy. 

Make information expansion a core competency – The day when companies would only focus on internally generated and consumed 
data may be coming to a close. There is only so much insight an ERP solution can deliver. Smart manufacturers are learning about their 
suppliers’ suppliers and customers’ customers.  They use new tools like sentiment analysis tools (via cloud analytics and social media), 
big data sources, and other analytics that compare point of sale transaction data to their own demand planning information and more.  
These new insights provide early clues into shifting market demand, changing consumer tastes, possible product, warranty or service 
issues, etc.  

Get cosmopolitan – Markets are no longer local. Your competitors, suppliers and customers are all over the world. And, there are a lot 
more of them, too. Smart manufacturers are constantly engaged with every aspect of their ecosystem. They travel, they read, they 
share knowledge with each other. They know more and know it earlier than their competitors. They also tap into new data sources and 
triangulate this information to gain further insights. With this knowledge, smart manufacturers can better position their organizations to 
take advantage of commodity price swings, avoid failing suppliers and capture outsized market share gains.

But being cosmopolitan also means learning about the culture, negotiation/contracting challenges, business practices and local market 
wants/needs of customers and suppliers in all parts of the world. Many organizations buy some portion of their raw materials from 
outside their home country but, amazingly, they may have never visited this supplier or their country. Travel brings opportunities to meet 
other supply sources, verify that adequate safety, environmental and labor law compliance measures are being met. And, it can help 
diversify market risk by opening up new markets for your organization. Make your organization more knowledgeable of its customers, 
markets, competitors and more.

Prepare to Hedge – Commodity prices are more volatile than ever. Look at gasoline, coal, steel, copper and other commodity prices. 
The amplitude and frequency of price changes is growing not shrinking. Smart manufacturers need insights into these markets and 
what governments are/aren’t doing to control access to these materials (e.g., rare earth metals). The best manufacturers are creating 
significant relationships with others to secure supplies and to manage cost swings better. 

Sunset Plan everything – Everything in a modern manufacturer should come with an expiration or “Best When Used By” date on it. Every 
piece of equipment, every IT system, every supplier relationship, etc. is impacted.  Rapid obsolescence today means that everything 
must be continuously reinvented. Controls, processes, even management must be re-thought periodically.  

Guidance
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One area that manufacturers must focus on today is Sales and Marketing.  Relationship selling has lost its importance in a world where 
buyers do significant amounts of homework and research via the Internet. The new buyer looks for suppliers, references, pricing and 
more online well before you even know your organization was even being considered by a customer. Worse, your organization may be 
getting eliminated from potential deals without your knowledge.  Read the book “The Challenger Sale” and see if your organization is 
aligned with the new selling and marketing realities of today’s business environment. 

Rethink a Greener Manufacturing and Manufacturing Software – Does your production scheduling software look at the carbon impact 
of different plants, power sources, etc. in deciding what orders are completed, what time of day they’re completed and more? Can you 
communicate carbon costs and manufacturing/shipping options to potential customers? While your organization may not be required to 
do these things today, shouldn’t it be ready to do so soon?  

Manufacturers are not all alike. The way they incorporate speed, agility and new kinds/uses of information are becoming critical 
differentiators. The gap between the slow (or never) changing manufacturer and their faster, data-rich competitors is widening with 
better equipped organizations accruing significant economic benefits. 

But becoming faster isn’t just a technical challenge. It will also trigger changes in people, behaviours, culture and more. How your 
organization adapts to change may be more important than the ability to identify needed changes. 

Summary
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About Baker Tilly 
 
Baker Tilly is a full-service accounting and advisory firm whose specialized 
professionals connect with you and your business through refreshing candor and 
clear industry insight to provide high value results. 

Our specialized expertise and global reach in audit, tax, and management consulting support your organization’s goals with 
knowledgeable, competitive insights. As an independent member of Baker Tilly International, the world’s eighth largest network of 
accounting firms, we bring you access to market-specific knowledge in 120 countries.

We believe that exceptional client service comes down to a single idea...trust. The trust that comes from working with people dedicated 
to understanding your business needs. People who respond to the challenges you face today and anticipate the opportunities of 
tomorrow. Our clients recognize the differences that set us apart.

 > Proactive, personal, and responsive client service 
 > Informed observations and recommendations from experienced professionals who know your industry 
 > Active in a strong global business network 
 > Team approach that ensures continuity and access to partners and managers 
 > Broad industry and service offerings with deep specialization

We bring our skills, integrity, and energy to each client engagement.  
 
Connect with us: connecting@bakertilly.com  
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